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 Network approaches have become a popular tool for understanding ecological complexity in a changing world. Many 
network descriptors relate directly or indirectly to specialization, which is a central concept in ecology and measured 
in diff erent ways. Unfortunately, quantifi cation of specialization and network structure using fi eld data can suff er from 
sampling eff ects. Previous studies evaluating such sampling eff ects either used fi eld data where the true network structure 
is unknown, or they simulated sampling based on completely generalized interactions. Here, we used a quantitative niche 
model to generate bipartite networks representing a wide range of specialization and evaluated potential sampling biases 
for a large set of specialization and network metrics for diff erent network sizes. We show that with sample sizes realistic for 
species-rich networks, all metrics are biased towards overestimating specialization (and underestimating generalization and 
niche overlap). Importantly, this sampling bias depends on the true degree of specialization and is strongest for generalized 
networks. We show that methods used for empirical data may misrepresent sampling bias: null models simulating general-
ized interactions may overestimate bias, whereas richness estimators may strongly overestimate sampling completeness. 
Some network metrics are barely related between small and large sub-samples of the same network and thus may often not 
be meaningful. Small samples also overestimate interspecifi c variation of specialization within generalized networks. While 
new approaches to deal with these challenges have to be developed, we also identify metrics that are relatively unbiased 
and fairly consistent across sampling intensities and we identify a provisional rule of thumb for the number of observations 
required for accurate estimates. Our quantitative niche model can help understand variation in network structure capturing 
both sampling eff ects and biological meaning. Th is is needed to connect network science to fundamental ecological theory 
and to give robust quantitative answers for applied ecological problems.   

 Network analysis has become an important tool in com-
munity ecology (Ings et   al. 2009) that helps to reveal the 
organization and functioning of complex systems of inter-
acting species (Rohr et   al. 2014) and how they may respond 
to ongoing global environmental change (Tylianakis et   al. 
2007). Here we focus on bipartite networks, such as those 
representing the interactions between plants and their 
pollinators, or parasitoids and their hosts (V á zquez et   al. 
2009a, Morris et   al. 2014). Th ese networks are essentially 
consumer – resource matrices (Ings et   al. 2009), which were 
considered in traditional studies on specialization of ecologi-
cal niches (Colwell and Futuyma 1971) using terms such as 
diet breadth, niche width and niche overlap. As such, our 
conclusions are applicable for measuring specialization also 
without a network perspective. Most network properties and 
corresponding metrics for bipartite networks describe the 
magnitude or distribution of specialization (or specifi city) 
among species, putting diff erent emphasis on neutral and 
niche eff ects (V á zquez et   al. 2009a). Neutral eff ects describe 
the consequences of how many species are present and 
in what abundance, without considering interspecifi c 

diff erences (Krishna et   al. 2008). Niche eff ects describe the 
outcome of species having diff erent biotic niches and func-
tional traits determining which species interact preferentially 
with each other (Junker et   al. 2013, Ekl ö f et   al. 2013). 

 A ubiquitous challenge for network studies is that the 
compilation of interaction data is prone to be incomplete 
even after intensive sampling (Chacoff  et   al. 2012). Incom-
plete sampling likely produces sampling bias, as recognized 
for resource use specialization (Colwell and Futuyma 1971, 
Ricklefs and Lau 1980, Devictor et   al. 2010) and related 
food web metrics (Bana š ek-Richter et   al. 2004). Network 
metrics that isolate niche eff ects from neutral eff ects have 
been advocated (Bl ü thgen 2010), because neutral eff ects 
may often be confounded with the number of observa-
tions (V á zquez et   al. 2007, Bl ü thgen et   al. 2008). Nev-
ertheless, new developments in network research do not 
always account for sampling eff ects. For example, theory 
shows ways in which network structure infl uences network 
stability (Memmott et   al. 2004, Rohr et   al. 2014), but 
when theoretical results are compared to empirical net-
works, sampling eff ects are rarely considered. Recent trends 
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in empirical network studies to assess the variation of inter-
actions in space (Schleuning et   al. 2012), time (Petanidou 
et   al. 2008), among individuals (Tur et   al. 2014) and in 
response to human impact (Tylianakis et   al. 2007, Aizen 
et   al. 2012) further increase the relevance of incomplete 
observations. In all of these cases, available sampling eff ort 
must be split up, making them especially vulnerable to bias. 
Th erefore, a careful assessment of how sampling intensity 
interacts with other network characteristics to aff ect mea-
surement of specialization is timely. 

 Previous studies investigating sampling eff ects have 
used mainly two approaches. Some studies have varied 
sampling eff ort (mostly duration) empirically, fi nding that 
number of links and specialization are strongly underes-
timated with low sampling eff ort, whereas other network 
property metrics are relatively insensitive (Nielsen and 
Bascompte 2007, Petanidou et   al. 2008, Hegland et   al. 
2010, Chacoff  et   al. 2012, Rivera-Hutinel et   al. 2012). 
However, the true network is unknown in these cases. 
Increasing sampling duration simultaneously increases the 
temporal heterogeneity over which interactions are pooled 
to form a network. Th erefore, the number of species in 
the network increases with sampling, both because more 
species are observed and because more species enter the 
network. Sampling completeness of existing networks has 
been estimated to about 60% (Chacoff  et   al. 2012), but 
because the true network is unknown the accuracy of this 
estimate is unclear and it does not tell how results may be 
infl uenced. 

 An alternative approach has been to use null models to 
estimate the potential infl uence of sampling eff ects (V á zquez 
and Aizen 2003). Commonly used null models randomize 
only binary network structure (Bascompte et   al. 2003), or 
they simulate neutral (fully generalized) interactions, as in 
quantitative null models (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2008, Dormann 
et   al. 2009). Modifi cations exist that constrain connectance 
(V á zquez et   al. 2007), but only the neutral quantitative null 
models simulate an ecological process from which network 
patterns emerge. Th ese null models suggest high sampling 
bias in most network metrics (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2008) and 
often successfully predict changes in network metrics 
resulting from community change (V á zquez et   al. 2009a). 
However, their usefulness for correcting network metrics 
and eff ect size (as advocated in Dormann et   al. 2009) is 
unproven, because ecological networks are known to be sig-
nifi cantly diff erent from the assumption of full generaliza-
tion (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2007). 

 In this study, we use a mechanistic model to generate a 
set of networks with a wide range of specialization. From 
these we simulate network sampling and quantify the eff ect 
of sampling intensity on specialization and network met-
rics. In contrast to most previous studies on sampling bias 
(Bl ü thgen et   al. 2008), we also consider networks of diff er-
ent sizes (number of consumer and resource species). Com-
paring values of 48 metrics of specialization and network 
structure between small and large samples, we show that 

1)  sampling bias is smaller for more specialized networks; 
2)  networks with more resource species require more obser-

vations to overcome bias; and 
3)  the level and consistency of bias varies among metrics 

 We explore solutions for the challenges of sampling bias in 
network metrics: we give an estimate of how many observa-
tions may be needed for accurate measurements and identify 
best available metrics for diff erent situations. Our results 
show that neutral null models may overestimate sampling 
bias and richness estimators may overestimate sampling 
completeness. We discuss how advanced methods may over-
come these limitations. We hope that our approach will help 
bring theory and data more closely together and make net-
work ecology more quantitatively predictive.  

 Methods  

 Setting up theoretical webs with a quantitative 
niche model 

 All simulations were performed in R 3.02 ( < www.r-project.
org > ). We used a quantitative niche model to generate quan-
titative bipartite networks with variable degrees of specializa-
tion. Network structure emerged from consumer preferences 
for resource species, which were determined by a simple 
trait matching approach (Fig. 1). Th is approach is similar 
to the  “ niche model ”  for binary food web structure 
(Williams et   al. 2010) and similar models for binary bipartite 
networks (Joppa and Williams 2013), but produces quanti-
tative networks. A trait value between 0 and 1 was chosen 
from a uniform distribution for both consumer and resource 
species ( t  j  and  t  i , respectively). Equal trait values indicate 
a perfect match between consumer and resource trait. 
Consumer  j ’s preference (raw preference,  P  i,j ) for a resource 
species  i  was determined by the consumer  ‘ niche ’  as a 
function of the pairwise diff erence in trait values between 
consumer and resource as follows: 

  P  i.j     �    exp(  –   s  2 ( t  i   –   t  j )2) 

 Th is represents a Gaussian niche shape, in which specializa-
tion was controlled by a parameter  s     �    1 / standard devia-
tion. As levels for  s  we used 1, 2, 3, 4.1, 5.5, 8, 11, 14.5, 19, 
30 and 55, realizing an evenly spread gradient from almost 
equal preference for all resources to specialization eff ectively 
on a single resource species.  P  i,j  was rescaled per consumer in 
relation to the resource species present in a network, yield-
ing  P ’   i,j  that sum to 1 across resources for each consumer. 
Th us,  P ’   i,j  can be interpreted as a per visit probability (for 
example, which plant species is visited by a bee species in one 
interaction event). Th e  ‘ true web ’   W  i,j  is a matrix of inter-
action probabilities ( P ’   i,j , consumers ’  relative preferences 
for resources) multiplied by abundance vectors (additional 
details for methods in Supplementary material Appendix 1). 
Th us, our quantitative networks are consistent with a for-
aging process and suitable for sampling simulations. Both 
interaction frequency and observation probability are pro-
portional to  ‘ true webs ’ ,  W  i,j . 

 Th e same value of  s  was used for all consumers in a net-
work of a given specialization level, but variation in special-
ization within webs arose from the random draws of trait 
values. We generated a new set of resource trait values for each 
consumer species (i.e. new  t  i  were drawn for each  t  j ), refl ect-
ing that diff erent consumer species respond to diff erent 
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combinations of resource traits (Junker et   al. 2013). Th us, 
traits  t  i  and  t  j  refl ect the degree of matching in a multidimen-
sional trait space (Ekl ö f et   al. 2013). Th is approach diff ers 
from the classic niche model that uses only one trait dimen-
sion, but our model produced similar networks whether 
using a single trait dimension or high trait dimensionality 
(Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1). Traits as used 
here are hypothetical, but the method could be adapted for 
use with empirical trait data.   

 Set of networks analyzed 

 With this quantitative niche model, we generated a set of 
networks for which we evaluated network metrics under 
simulated sampling. Th is set was a factorial combination of 
eleven levels of specialization and seven diff erent web sizes 
( ‘ 4 on 4 ’     �    4 consumer species on 4 resource species,  ‘ 4 
on 10 ’ ,  ‘ 10 on 4 ’ ,  ‘ 10 on 10 ’ ,  ‘ 10 on 40 ’ ,  ‘ 40 on 10 ’  and 
 ‘ 40 on 40 ’ ). For each specialization level and web size, we 
generated 100 replicate networks (i.e. a total of 7700 webs). 

 Abundance distributions in ecological communities are 
typically strongly skewed and as a consequence, the number 
of observations strongly varies among species within net-
works in many fi eld studies (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2008). Th ese 
skewed distributions can have a strong infl uence on defi ning 
and measuring specialization and network structure (Bl ü thgen 
et   al. 2008). To represent skewed abundance distributions, 
we used log-normally distributed species frequencies of both 
consumers and resources, with a mean of log(10) and an 
SD of 1.5 (both on the log-scale), which is similar to plant –
 pollinator networks in the NCEAS interaction web database 
( �  www.nceas.ucsb.edu/interactionweb/  � ). Abundance vec-
tors that ideally fi t the log-normal distribution were gener-
ated deterministically (Supplementary material Appendix 1). 

 For each network, we simulated sampling from the true 
network to construct quantitative networks with diff erent 
sampling intensities (numbers of observations), resulting in 
resource (rows)  �  consumer (columns) matrices with cell 
values equaling interaction frequencies ( ‘ observed webs ’ ). For 
a given total number of observations (number of consum-
ers multiplied by mean number of observations), we drew 
interactions with a probability relative to expected interac-
tion frequency in the  ‘ true webs ’   W  i,j . We fi xed the number 
of observations per network, so that the number of obser-
vations per species varied in relation to species abundance, 
similar to network sampling with transect walks. 

 For most analyses, we evaluated sampling eff ects by com-
paring two sampling intensities for each  ‘ true web ’ . By these 
pairwise comparisons, we isolated true sampling eff ects from 
the  ‘ neutral eff ects ’  (infl uence of abundance on interaction 
probability) they are often confused with.  ‘ Small sample 
webs  ’   with a mean of fi ve observations per consumer species 
are comparable to sampling eff ort in many published net-
works (such as those in the interaction web database).  ‘ Large 
sample webs  ’   were defi ned by a mean of 1000 observations 
per consumer species, which is more than in any empiri-
cal network dataset that we are aware of. We used  ‘ large 
sample webs ’  rather than  ‘ true webs ’ , because the entries of 
 ‘ true webs ’  would confl ict with metrics defi ned for binary 
networks (all interaction probabilities are non-zero in our 
framework) or with quantitative metrics defi ned only for 
integer values. Our sampling mimics that of discrete interac-
tion events, for example, counting fl ower visitors. We expect 
similar sampling eff ects for sampling of pollen loads or stom-
ach contents, but with those methods it is more diffi  cult to 
defi ne the number of independent observations as they can 
reveal several links per consumer individual. Note that  ‘ con-
sumer ’  here refers to the focal guild for which specialization 
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  Figure 1.     Illustration of the  ‘ quantitative niche model ’  used to generate webs with diff erent specialization. Consumer  �  resource preference 
matrices were generated in fi ve steps following a trait matching concept. (A) A random trait value was drawn for each bee and plant species. 
Th e distance between trait values refl ects the degree of matching. Arrows indicate example values. (B) Gaussian  ‘ niche ’  curves were used to 
determine the  ‘ raw ’  preference ( P  i,j ) of a consumer for a resource in relation to the trait distance (arrow corresponds to the example in A). 
We set up a gradient of 11 levels of specialization by varying the standard deviation of niche curves. A relatively generalized curve is high-
lighted in blue and a relatively specialized curve in red. Two example webs generated by this approach are shown in (C – E), with colors 
corresponding to curves in (B). (C) Standardized preference webs  P ’   i,j  refl ect the quantitative network structure solely due to trait matching. 
(D) True quantitative webs ( W  i,j ) are the product of preference and abundance. Width of light grey connecting bars is proportional to 
expected interaction frequency. Abundance per consumer and resource species (approximately log-normally distributed) is refl ected by 
width of horizontal bars (including light green portions). A large light green portion indicates that a species interacts less frequently than 
expected from relative abundance, which follows from specialization on rare partners and the infl uence of both consumer and resource 
abundance on interaction frequency. (E) To obtain networks comparable to empirical network datasets, discrete sampling events are simu-
lated with observation probability proportional to true webs. Here, the width of species ’  horizontal bars refl ects observation frequency 
(species without observations not shown), with a network total of 20.  
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used where applicable (Supplementary material Appendix 1 
Table A1), which has been recommended to alleviate 
sampling eff ects (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2007). 

 Modularity was calculated with the quantitative algo-
rithm QuanBiMo (Dormann and Strauss 2014) available 
in package bipartite (setting steps    �    10 5 , see also Supple-
mentary material Appendix 1 Fig. A3) and with the binary 
algorithm  ‘ fast greedy ’  in package igraph 0.7 (Csardi and 
Nepusz 2006). Some network metrics were not defi ned 
for all networks (for example, H 2  ’  for webs with only 
one resource,  ‘ nestedness ’  for fully connected webs and  
‘ compartment diversity ’  for non-compartmented webs, 
see Table 1 for proportions). Extreme outliers in  ‘ Fisher 
alpha ’  (two values    �    10 9 ) and  ‘ weighted nestedness (wine) ’  
(4 values  �   � 1) were excluded from analyses and fi gures. 
Note that we refer to qualitative generality (number of links 
or number of resource species used) as  ‘ degree ’  here, while 
 ‘ generality ’  always refers to the quantitative version. 

 Bias was calculated as the diff erence between metric val-
ues of  ‘ large sample webs ’  and  ‘ small sample webs ’ , in rela-
tion to the range of the metric across all  ‘ large sample webs ’  
of the same web size: % Bias k     �    100 (x k,s   �  x k,l ) / (max(x .l )  �  
min(x .l )), where x k     �    metric value in web k, s    �    small sample, 
l    �    large sample, and  ‘ . ’  indicates all webs of the same size. 
Th us, negative bias means underestimation and positive bias 
overestimation of the  ‘ true ’  metric value. Smoothing curves 
per web size were fi tted with function loess in R package stats 
and shown wherever this was possible.   

 Rarefaction analyses 

 We explored how the accuracy of specialization metrics is 
improved by increasing sampling intensity (the number of 
observations per consumer species,  N  obs ). For this analysis, 
we used networks with equal  N  obs  for all consumers (the 
 ‘ even webs ’  set, Supplementary material Appendix 1), thus 
avoiding the dropping of consumer species from the net-
work and more clearly defi ning  N  obs  per consumer. Begin-
ning with  ‘ large sample webs ’ , rarefaction sequences were 
constructed by stepwise reducing  N  obs  by one, which gave 
an  ‘ observed web ’  for each  N  obs  between 1 and 100. In each 
step, the probability of reducing the frequency of a link by 1 
was equal to this link ’ s interaction frequency in the  ‘ observed 
web ’  of the step before. Th is gave a continuous sequence of 
networks refl ecting stepwise decreases in  N  obs , which equiva-
lently refl ects how metrics change along a sampling process. 

 From these sequences, we estimated the number of obser-
vations  N  obs  needed for a reliable metric estimate. We calcu-
lated the diff erence  dif  N  between the metric value at  N  obs  and 
the metric value at  N  obs     �    100. Th e threshold for what is an 
accurate estimate was set to a  dif  N  of not more than 5% of 
the full range of the metric across all  ‘ large sample webs ’  of 
the same web size. Note that we focused on accuracy in this 
analysis and do not diff erentiate between bias and noise. By 
calculating  dif  N  along one rarefaction sequence per web, we 
found the highest  N  obs  ( N  obs,max ) with a diff erence above the 
threshold, which then gave the  ‘ minimum reliable sample 
size ’  as  N  obs,max     �    1. Because it was computationally intensive 
and we were only interested in an overall mean trend, we 
calculated  ‘ minimum reliable sample size ’  for only 10 of the 
100 replicate webs per web size and specialization level in 

is being quantifi ed; this could as easily be plants and their 
specialization on pollinators. We also explored how metric 
values change with increasing number of observations using 
a rarefaction simulation, which supported our choice of the 
number of observations (Supplementary material Appendix 1 
Fig. A2). We are confi dent that  ‘ large sample webs ’  well 
approximate fully known networks of discrete interaction 
events. 

 We also generated a second set of networks,  ‘ even webs ’ , 
for which all species (both consumers and resources) within 
a network had equal abundance and the number of obser-
vations was fi xed per consumer (Supplementary mate-
rial Appendix 1). We always refer to the main network set 
with uneven abundances and web-based sampling (termed 
 ‘ uneven webs ’  if necessary for distinction) if not mentioned 
otherwise, and show results for even webs in the Supple-
ment. Th e sampling approach used for  ‘ even webs ’  has the 
advantage of equal weighting for all species and is easier to 
interpret, but is not the most typical scenario of network 
sampling. However, datasets collected with the aim of bal-
anced sampling eff ort for a set of species may look similar to 
our  ‘ even webs ’  set. Furthermore, many theoretical and con-
ceptual studies do not incorporate the infl uence of uneven 
abundances. Th erefore, the two simulated network data-
sets ( ‘ even webs ’  and  ‘ uneven webs ’ ) together help integrate 
conceptual with empirical studies and work on consumer – 
resource niches with work on networks.   

 Network metrics 

 For each observed network, we calculated a large set of net-
work metrics (or indices, see list in Table 1 and Supplementary 
material Appendix 1 Table A1) with the R package bipartite 
2.04 (Dormann et   al. 2009). Eighteen of these metrics mea-
sure diff erent aspects of specialization, some of them being 
developed for resource use data without an explicit network 
focus. Other metrics look at other network properties, which 
are nevertheless often indirectly related to specialization and 
its distribution among species. We decided to integrate as 
many metrics as possible, as variation in metric choice often 
complicates comparisons among studies and many suppos-
edly improved metrics have not been thoroughly evaluated. 
In all calculations, we used option  ‘ empty    �    TRUE ’ , which 
excludes species without observed interactions from the net-
work (a common practice in network analysis). We diff er-
entiate among metrics based on the type of network data 
they consider: quantitative metrics are designed for quan-
titative networks and use information about the frequency 
or strength of each link, whereas metrics designed for quali-
tative (or binary) networks only use information about the 
presence or absence of each link and here are referred to as 
qualitative metrics. 

 Th e diff erent metrics quantify properties at the (con-
sumer) species-level, for a community of consumers or for 
the network as a whole. All network metrics (except modu-
larity) were calculated with the functions  ‘ specieslevel ’  and 
 ‘ networklevel ’  in the bipartite package. For species-level 
metrics, we calculated the average for the consumer com-
munity, allowing us to compare them in the same analyti-
cal framework as network-level metrics. Weighted means 
(weight    �    number of observations per consumer) were 
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  Table 1. Summary of sampling sensitivity statistics for metrics of specialization and network structure; roughly sorted by metric type (similar 
metrics together). See Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1 for descriptions and details for each metric.  

Metric name
Mean 

bias (%)
r (small, 
large) % NA

data 
type (C) Figure

Generalization/specialization metrics
Degree  � 40  0.92 0 bin. 2
Generality  � 18  0.95 0 quan. 2
Proportional generality  � 16 0.79 0 quan. 2
Proportional similarity  � 13 0.81 0 quan. 2
Normalised degree  � 29 0.67 1 bin. 2
Partner diversity  � 17  0.97 0 quan. 2
d ′  (species specialization)   �    9  0.91 1 quan. 2
NSI (node specialization index)  �    15 0.35 39 bin. 2
PDI (paired difference index)   � 9 0.79 1 quan. 2
RR (resource range)  �    32 0.77 1 bin. 2
SSI (species specifi city index)   �    9  0.95 1 quan. 2
PSI (pollination service index)  �    13  0.93 1 quan. 2
Connectance  � 38 0.52 0 bin. 2
Weighted connectance  0 0.82 0 quan. 2
Number of shared partners  � 41 0.41 0 bin. 2
Niche overlap (Horn)  � 20 0.64 0 quan. 2
Functional complementarity  � 58  0.97 0 quan. 2
H 2  ′  (network specialization)   �    10  0.93 1 quan. 2

Other network metrics
No. of consumer species  � 22 (b)  0.99 0 bin. 3
No. of resource species  � 127  0.91 0 bin. 3
Specialization asymmetry  0 0.83 1 quan. 3
Interaction strength asymmetry   �    8 0.72 0 quan. A6
Species strength  � 15  0.90 1 quan. A6
Interaction push pull   � 4 0.87 1 quan. A6
Cluster coeffi cient (group)  � 28 0.64 0 bin. A6
Weighted cluster coeffi cient  � 60 0.46 20 quan. A6
Extinction slope  � 26 0.43 6 bin. A6
Robustness  � 59 0.79 1 bin. A6
Togetherness   � 5  � 0.04 15 bin. A6
C score  �    27 0.71 0 bin. A6
V ratio  � 10 0.82 11 quan. A6
Discrepancy  � 18 0.86 0 bin. A6
Betweenness (centrality)  �    45  � 0.01 1 bin. A6
Closeness (centrality)  �    85  0.90 4 bin. A6
Web asymmetry  � 26  0.94 0 bin. A6
No. of compartments  �    35 0.29 0 bin. A6
Compartment diversity  �    873 0.12 92 quan. A6
Linkage density  � 19  0.93 0 quan. A6
Shannon diversity  �    22  0.96 0 quan. A6
Fisher alpha  � 14  0.98 0 quan. A6
Interaction evenness   � 2 0.87 0 quan. A6
Alatalo interaction evenness  �    28 0.60 0 quan. A6
Nestedness (T)   � 3 0.33 11 bin. 3
Weighted nestedness (NODF)  0 0.20 1 quan. 3
Nestedness (NODF)  � 11 0.03 1 bin. A6
Weighted nestedness (wine) (a)   � 9 0.53 26 quan. A6
Cluster coeffi cient (web)  � 40 0.42 0 bin. A6
Modularity (QuanBiMo)  �    12 0.85 4 quan. 3
Modularity (FG)  �    38 0.72 0 bin. A6

    mean bias %: overall average of bias per web, defi ned as 100  �  (value small sample   –  value large sample ) / (max.value within size   –  min.value within size ); best 
performing ( �     �    10) in bold   
 r(small, large): overall correlation coeffi cient (Pearson) of values from large sample webs with values from small sample webs; best perform-
ing ( �     �    0.9) in bold   
 % NA: percent of webs for which metric was not defi ned (either in small or large sample)   
 a: extreme outliers removed   
 b: bias not defi ned, because there was no variation among full webs within (some) web sizes, which would lead to division by 0; an alterna-
tive measure of bias was calculated (small - large sample difference divided by maximum)   
 c: Abbreviations: bin.    �    binary / qualitative networks; quan.    �    quantitative / weighted networks   
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fi city index (SSI) and paired diff erence index (PDI). For each 
metric, we calculated the standard deviation of metric values 
among species in a network, separately for small sample and 
large sample webs. All species were weighted equally in this 
analysis.    

 Results 

 Our simulated networks ( ‘ large sample webs ’ ) spanned 
almost the whole potential range of most metrics of spe-
cialization (or generalization), except for node specializa-
tion (NSI) and paired diff erence index (PDI). All metrics 
overestimated specialization (underestimated generaliza-
tion) when based on  ‘ small sample webs ’  compared to  ‘ large 
sample webs ’  (Fig. 2). For most of these metrics the mean 
bias was approximately between 10 and 30% of the full met-
ric range for a given web size (Table 1). Notable exceptions 
were  ‘ functional complementarity ’  (mean bias 58%) and 
 ‘ weighted connectance ’  (no average bias, positive and nega-
tive biases canceled each other out).  

 Specialization bias in different networks: infl uence 
of true specialization, web size and sampling scheme 

 Importantly, the specialization bias resulting from limited 
sampling generally increased with the true degree of special-
ization in the network as represented by the metric value 
from the  ‘ large sample web ’  (Fig. 2). For example, niche 
overlap in the most generalized networks should be close to 

the  ‘ even webs ’  set (a total sample of 440 webs). Th e choice 
of one sequence per web and the maximum of 100 observa-
tions are unlikely to infl uence our results (Supplementary 
material Appendix 1 Fig. A2).   

 Estimators of sampling completeness 

 We tested the accuracy of a method that others have used to 
assess sampling completeness in empirical pollination net-
works (Chacoff  et   al. 2012). We used a species richness esti-
mator on  ‘ small sample webs ’  to estimate the true number 
of links and compared this estimate to the number of links 
in  ‘ large sample webs ’  (calculating % of links observed for 
both methods). Th e % of  ‘ large sample web ’  links observed 
in a  ‘ small sample web ’  is a conservative estimate of truth 
because even in the  ‘ large sample webs ’  not all rare links are 
observed. We used the species richness estimator Chao1 (cal-
culated with estimateR in R package vegan 2.0, Oksanen 
et   al. 2013), because it is commonly used and considered to 
be relatively unbiased (Oksanen et   al. 2013) and because the 
similar Chao2 is not applicable here where sampling inten-
sity is defi ned by number of observations without distinct 
sets of samples.   

 Interspecifi c variation of specialization within webs 

 To explore the variation of specialization within our net-
works, we selected six metrics that characterize specializa-
tion or generalization on the level of a (consumer) species: 
degree, generality, proportional generality, d ’ , species speci-
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  Figure 2.     Eff ects of sampling intensity on specialization metrics. Biplots compare the metric value in a small sample of the network to the 
value in a very intensive sample of the same network for all our simulated networks. For an ideal metric (one independent of sampling 
intensity) all values would be on the dashed line of identity. Sampling bias overestimating specialization is indicated by values below the 
line for metrics of generalization (white background) and by values above the line for metrics of specialization (grey background). Web size 
(number of consumer species  ‘ on ’  number of resource species) is indicated by diff erent symbols and colors of fi tted smoothing curves.  
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sample webs, but only for generalized networks (approxi-
mately  s   �  5).   

 Differences between metrics: metric consistency; 
other network structures 

 Sampling causes noise in addition to bias, but most special-
ization metrics calculated from  ‘ small sample webs ’  are still 
correlated to those calculated from the  ‘ large sample webs ’ . 
Th ese correlations were often reasonably high, which means 
that although values do not match precisely, small sample 
values can still refl ect real diff erences in specialization. Th e 
strength of these correlations diff ered greatly among metrics 
of specialization or generalization (correlation coeffi  cients in 
Table 1, clouds of points in Fig. 2). Some metrics, such as 
degree and generality, showed a fairly consistent bias, so that 
correlations were high (r    �    0.92) despite the strong bias. Sev-
eral other metrics showed strong correlations (r    �    0.93) and 
little bias, for example, SSI and H 2  ’ . Other metrics, such as 
proportional generality and especially connectance and NSI, 
showed weaker correlations (r    �    0.8). 

 Network metrics focusing on aspects of network structure 
other than specialization strongly varied in bias and consis-
tency between  ‘ large sample webs ’  and  ‘ small sample webs ’  
(Fig. 3 Table 1, Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A6). 
Th e realized number of species (with observed interactions) 
was often lower in  ‘ small sample webs ’  than in  ‘ large sample 
webs ’  (Fig. 3). For highly specialized webs with fewer con-
sumers than resources, some resources were without interac-
tions also in  ‘ large sample webs ’ , leading to high correlations 
between number of resource species in  ‘ small sample webs ’  
and  ‘ large sample webs ’ , but also to a negative bias of as much 
as 50%. Among metrics that consider the distribution of 
specialization, specialization asymmetry was strongly corre-
lated among small and large samples. In contrast, nestedness 
was weakly correlated among small and large samples (all 
nestedness metrics, r between 0.03 and 0.53). In particular, 
webs with zero nestedness in  ‘ large sample webs ’  often had 
high nestedness scores in  ‘ small sample webs ’ . Many network 
metrics showed patterns similar to specialization metrics. For 
example, quantitative modularity (Fig. 3) was more strongly 
overestimated in less modular webs. Similarly, cluster coef-
fi cients, metrics of robustness to secondary extinction, inter-
action diversity metrics and linkage density are correlated 
to generalization and thus showed underestimating bias 

1.0 (0.94 in  ‘ large sample webs ’ ), but was only 0.24 for the 
40    �    40 species  ‘ small sample webs ’ . Th is represents a bias 
of  � 78%, compared to a mean bias of  � 32% for this web 
size. For truly specialized interactions, bias was much weaker 
or absent for all specialization and generalization metrics, 
except for NSI (bias unrelated to the large sample value) and 
PDI (all values suggesting specialization and small samples 
biased towards generalization). Among the least biased met-
rics were d ’ , SSI, H 2  ′  and PSI (except for webs with fewer 
consumer than resource species). For specialized networks 
with true values above approximately 0.5, these four metrics 
tended to be unbiased on average. 

 Bias was infl uenced by network size for most metrics. Th e 
underestimation of generalization generally increased with 
the number of resource species. Th e number of consumer 
species infl uenced only some metrics. Several metrics are 
normalized by the number or diversity of (resource) species 
in the network (for example, connectance and proportional 
generality). Although the normalization did not reduce bias 
overall, these metrics tended to be less biased for webs with 
fewer consumers (at a given number of resources), because 
resources were more likely to be unobserved and thus not 
included in the normalization. In contrast, PSI and d ’  were 
more biased in webs with fewer consumers than resources. 

 Overall,  ‘ even webs ’  (8 to 20 species) with a fi xed num-
ber of observations per consumer showed similar patterns 
as the  ‘ uneven webs ’  (8 to 80 species) with web-based 
sampling (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A2, 
Fig. A4 – A6). Th ere were some relevant diff erences: many 
metrics, particularly those derived from graph theory per-
forming very poorly in  ‘ uneven webs ’  (such as NSI and cen-
trality metrics), tended to perform slightly better in  ‘ even 
webs ’ . Some metrics derived from community ecology per-
formed much worse in  ‘ even webs ’  with very low correlations 
or very high bias (such as V-ratio or Fisher alpha, respec-
tively). As expected, the diff erence between qualitative and 
quantitative metrics was less for  ‘ even webs ’ . For example, 
degree was more biased than generality in  ‘ uneven webs ’ , but 
these metrics showed similar patterns in  ‘ even webs ’ . 

 Considerable specialization heterogeneity among spe-
cies within a web was generated by our model despite  s  
being the same for all species within a web (Supplementary 
material Appendix 1 Fig. A7). Similar to the pattern for 
average specialization bias, within-web standard deviation 
of species-level specialization was overestimated in small 
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 We evaluate the consistency of specialization and network 
metrics across diff erent sampling intensities for diff erently 
sized networks representing a large gradient of specializa-
tion generated by a quantitative niche model. Our simulated 
sub-sampling from full networks with known specialization 
properties shows that all metrics are biased towards overesti-
mating specialization at least under some conditions of lim-
ited sampling. Th is bias increases with true generalization, 
which complicates correction methods. Apart from these 
overall patterns, the magnitude of sampling bias strongly 
varied among metrics. Our results are important for plant-
mutualist, plant – herbivore and host – parasitoid networks, 
but applicable also to many other types of bipartite networks 
and consumer – resource matrices. For example, columns 
could be re-interpreted as consumer individuals instead of 
species (invividual specialization, Tur et   al. 2014) or rows 
could be interpreted as habitats instead of resource species 
(habitat specialization, Devictor et   al. 2010). 

 We identify a rule of thumb for how many observations 
may be needed for reliable metric values, indicating that 
unfortunately most species in published network datasets are 
likely undersampled and most specialization estimates are 
thus substantially biased. Solutions for dealing with limited 
accuracy of specialization estimates depend on the severity 
of sampling artefacts in relation to eff ect size in a study. For 
studies dealing with large eff ect sizes, choosing best metrics 
may be enough and we identify several metrics that appear 
relatively consistent across sample sizes. However, studies 
that need to quantify relatively small changes in specializa-
tion or that need to estimate the absolute value, such as for 
comparison to theoretical models, face a challenge in the 
complexity of sampling eff ects and will need to explore other 
solutions, several of which we discuss below.  

 Quantitative niche model 

 Our new niche-based model generates quantitative bipartite 
webs with variable degree of specialization and as such has 
substantial advantages over previous methods. Th e established 
 “ niche model ”  (Williams et   al. 2010, Joppa and Williams 
2013) only generates binary network structure (presence or 
absence of links), but quantitative data are often collected 
by empirical studies and are important for network dynam-
ics, functioning and impacts (Bl ü thgen 2010). By simulat-
ing interactions as foraging of freely moving consumers with 
preferences, the network structure in our model emerges 
from fundamental processes consistent with niche theory 
and animal behavior, rather than being restricted to abun-
dance-based (neutral) null models (Dormann et   al. 2009), 
potentially constrained by binary empirical overlap matrices 
(V á zquez et   al. 2009b). Because probability of observation 
in typical network sampling is proportional to interaction 
frequency, our model also readily allows sampling eff ects to 
be studied without being confi ned to incomplete empirical 
observations or unrealistic null models. Th is makes it a useful 
tool for exploring relationships between network processes 
and patterns and for connecting theory to data. 

 Th e model could contribute to developing a more practi-
cal niche concept and improve the search for determinants 
of network structure. Here, we used virtual traits (as in 
the niche model), but it could also work with real biologi-

that tended to be stronger with higher true metric value 
(Table 1, Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A6). 
However, Shannon interaction evenness was unbiased, while 
Alatalo interaction evenness tended to overestimate the true 
value and showed considerable noise. Some other metrics 
showed irregular patterns or little variation within web size 
(Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A6).   

 Possible rule of thumb for required number of 
observations 

 Metrics roughly fell into four groups based on the number of 
observations at which they approached the value of a  ‘ fully 
sampled ’  web with 5% accuracy (based on simulations with 
the  ‘ even webs ’  set, Supplementary material Appendix 1 
Table A2): most quantitative metrics saturated on average 
between 15 – 24 observations per consumer and most quali-
tative metrics approached the fi nal value on average between 
23 – 37 observations per consumer. Some metrics approached 
the fi nal value on average with 10 observations or less (these 
were mostly invariant to our specialization parameter  s ), 
while a fourth group did not saturate until well above 40 
observations on average (various metrics with strong noise).   

 Estimating sampling completeness 

 Sampling completeness was overestimated for most networks 
by the Chao1 estimator (Fig. 4, see Supplementary material 
Appendix 1 Fig. A8 for  ‘ even webs ’ . Among  ‘ even webs ’ , many 
 ‘ small sample webs ’  had between 10 and 30 % (rarely over 
50 %) of the links of  ‘ large sample webs ’ , but Chao1 
estimated between 30 and 80 % (up to 100 %) sampling 
completeness. On the other hand, published quantitative 
null models might often overestimate sampling bias (Supple-
mentary material Appendix 1 Fig. A9 – A 10).    

 Discussion 
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ously the total number of observations may also increase 
precision for certain metrics and analyses. We analyzed 
networks in the lower size range of published networks 
and therefore may have underestimated average specializa-
tion bias of published datasets. Specialization and network 
structure may scale with species richness in diff erent ways 
depending on the underlying causes for richness gradients 
(Winemiller et   al. 2001, Bana š ek-Richter et   al. 2009). In our 
model, the diversity but not the outer bounds of resource 
traits increased with resource richness. For some comparisons 
across ecological gradients, higher species richness might be 
driven by higher heterogeneity or wider niche space giving 
more opportunity for niche partitioning (MacArthur 1972), 
but in practice, the potential niche space and how it scales 
with web size is virtually impossible to know. Network size is 
an important, but not a linear predictor of sampling bias. 

 Th e comparison to the  ‘ even webs ’  set representing a dif-
ferent sampling scenario showed that strong sampling bias 
is not restricted to a scenario in which species (and their 
interactions) are observed in proportion to their highly 
uneven abundances (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2008). Th is makes our 
results useful for a wide range of network types and sampling 
approaches. While uneven webs would often result from 
fi eld sampling of networks,  ‘ even webs ’  represent standard-
ized sampling intensity per consumer, as would be achieved 
by rarefaction or species-based approaches to measuring spe-
cialization. Th e tendency for less bias in  ‘ even webs ’  may be 
partly due to smaller networks in this set. Notably, higher 
sampling bias in  ‘ uneven webs ’  than  ‘ even webs ’  was mostly 
found for qualitative, but only for few quantitative metrics. 
Quantitative structure of uneven networks may be simpler 
than qualitative structure (Bana š ek-Richter et   al. 2009). 
Nevertheless, whenever the interspecifi c distribution of 
specialization is concerned (for nestedness or interspecifi c 
comparisons) sampling eff ects are likely more severe when 
observations are distributed unevenly. Eventually, the eff ect 
size in comparative studies must be judged in relation to 
potential diff erences in sampling bias. For example, a 10% 
latitudinal diff erence in herbivore overlap (Dyer et   al. 2007) 
might also be caused by diff erences in sampling bias, which 
we show can be more than 30% of the potential range of 
specialization (or generalization) metrics. Available data may 
not yet allow for solid conclusions about latitudinal diff er-
ences in the specialization of interactions (Schleuning et   al. 
2012, Morris et   al. 2014). In light of the multiple factors 
contributing to it, properly accounting for sampling bias will 
often be a challenge. 

 Our quantitative niche model also generated interspecifi c 
variation among species in a network, potentially compa-
rable to real networks. In addition to average specialization, 
heterogeneity in specialization can also be overestimated by 
low sampling eff ort. Th is is most severe for highly general-
ized networks, which also have the highest sampling bias. 
For more specialized networks, specialization heterogeneity 
may be of similar magnitude in small samples as in very large 
samples, despite more noise in the small samples.   

 Differences between metrics 

 Despite a general trend for specialization bias in observed 
networks, there were large diff erences among metrics. 

cal traits that appear to be important for the structure of 
bipartite networks (Junker et   al. 2013, Ekl ö f et   al. 2013). 
Such a trait-based approach would require a better under-
standing of the shape of niches or preference distributions in 
relation to continuous resource traits. Here we used a sym-
metric niche shape as is often assumed (Devictor et   al. 2010), 
but a skewed shape may be more realistic for some traits 
(Schneider et   al. 2012). For the purpose of this study, we sim-
ply required plausible networks diff ering in specialization. 

 Defi ning niches by the distribution of preference (inter-
action probability) in relation to traits means that we focused 
on realized (Eltonian) niches (Devictor et   al. 2010). In the 
context of networks, the fundamental niche is more con-
cerned with the set of resource species a consumer species 
is able to interact with (Devictor et   al. 2010). A tension 
exists in network research between the two niche concepts: 
most data sets represent samples of realized niches, but many 
analyses and theoretical concepts rather refl ect fundamental 
niches (e.g. robustness, Memmott et   al. 2004). Whereas the 
fundamental niche may be well defi ned by suitable binary 
data, the realized niche is more usefully measured by quan-
titative data. Modeling approaches such as ours may help 
bridge the gap between theoreticians and empiricists and put 
network research on a more solid basis.   

 Specialization bias in different networks 

 Here, we confi rmed the high potential for specialization bias 
(Winemiller et   al. 2001, Bl ü thgen 2010, Morris et   al. 2014) 
and show that it occurs to some extent with all metrics. Th e 
degree of bias depends on the underlying true degree of spe-
cialization: for a highly specialized species, a few observations 
may reveal all the resources it ever interacts with. However, 
to detect full generalization at least as many observations as 
the number of potential interaction partners (resources) are 
needed. To account for sampling processes and detect less 
preferred resources, at least two to four times as many obser-
vations as the number of potential resources for each con-
sumer may be needed to minimize the infl uence of sampling 
eff ects (or even more: Linton et   al. 1981). Only a few long-
term studies have exceeded this threshold (Winemiller et   al. 
2001) and generally support our conclusions from simulated 
data, but most published network datasets fall below this 
threshold (V á zquez et   al. 2009a). Th e potential for sampling 
artifacts should more commonly be explored and reported, 
especially for metrics based on few observations of likely 
highly generalized interactions such as plant-seed disperser 
or ant-nectar associations (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2007). 

 Network size (species richness) strongly infl uences sam-
pling bias, which means that observed diff erences between 
webs of diff erent size may merely be sampling artefacts. Th e 
infl uence of network size on sampling bias, or inversely, 
on the required sampling intensity for unbiased specializa-
tion estimates, is best separately considered for number of 
resources and consumers. Unsurprisingly, more observations 
are required for more resource species (potential interaction 
partners). Th e eff ect of number of consumer species is less 
obvious in our sampling scheme and diff ers more strongly 
among metrics. All else being equal, more species-rich net-
works can be expected to have stronger specialization bias. 
However, increasing the number of species and simultane-
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munity ecology, such as all nestedness metrics (Bascompte 
et   al. 2003). Calculating these metrics from networks with 
limited observations may not give meaningful results. 
Based on low sampling bias, nestedness has been suggested 
for monitoring (Hegland et   al. 2010, Rivera-Hutinel et   al. 
2012), but it might not be as useful if it is dominated by 
noise or does not change in response to human impact. 
In contrast, commonly used metrics with fairly consistent 
bias (for example, degree and generality) may meaningfully 
refl ect underlying gradients or ecological diff erences, as 
long as the absolute metric value (eff ect size) is not impor-
tant and sampling bias is consistent across comparisons. 
However, such metrics are prone to showing rarity – special-
ization relationships as an artefact of variable numbers of 
observations (Dorado et   al. 2011).   

 Solutions for the challenge 

 We fi rst consider the level of sampling intensity that would 
help ameliorate bias in metrics and then discuss diff erent 
strategies to minimize such biases. Our study suggests that 
a useful rule of thumb for sampling eff ort may be at least 
20 observations per consumer for accurate estimates of most 
quantitative metrics, although this rule needs to be explored 
for more diff erent networks. More observations would be 
needed for qualitative metrics, for highly generalized inter-
actions and for higher numbers of available resources. Th is 
level of sampling completeness will often not be possible to 
achieve for many rarer species, especially when the study 
question does not allow observations to be aggregated over 
long time periods. Common richness estimators may over-
estimate sampling completeness and thus hide the extent of 
the problem. Estimators such as Chao1 only provide a lower 
bound for asymptotic richness and may not be reliable for 
very small samples (Colwell et   al. 2012). Additionally, in our 
assessment we assumed that observations are independent 
(similar to quantitative null models); whether the number 
of independent observations is well approximated by the 
number of individuals is an open question  –  if not, sampling 
problems would be even more severe. Network patterns with 
typical sampling eff ort should often be interpreted with cau-
tion and the potential of sampling eff ects to infl uence key 
results should be considered. 

 Th e challenges of sampling artefacts in the measurement 
of specialization and network structure may be solved diff er-
ently in diff erent situations. In some cases, choosing metrics 
with minimal sampling bias, rarefying to a common num-
ber of observations per species (Rivera-Hutinel et   al. 2012) 
or using weighted means (Bl ü thgen et   al. 2007) may be 
simple and good solutions. However, these approaches have 
limitations: robust metrics may not refl ect the meaning of 
interest and they also have some sampling bias at least when 
interactions are generalized. Rarefaction is only as good as 
the minimum sample size, and thus not an option if some 
species are represented by very few observations. Using 
weighted means (as we did here) lowers the infl uence of 
undersampled species, but this means results are dominated 
by abundant species. 

 When these simple solutions are not enough, null models 
can help explore the possible infl uence of sampling eff ects 
(Dormann et   al. 2009). Qualitative null models do not 

 Quantitative metrics were often less sensitive than quali-
tative metrics (Bana š ek-Richter et   al. 2004, Bl ü thgen 2010). 
Th e quantitative metrics SSI, d ’  and H 2  ’  were among the 
best performing specialization metrics and quantitative 
generality and niche overlap were less sensitive to sampling 
eff ects than qualitative analogues degree and number of 
shared partners. Th e strong bias in qualitative connectance 
could aff ect studies using empirical connectance as a con-
straint (Ekl ö f et   al. 2013). Using the additional informa-
tion contained in interaction frequency seems to be advised 
(Dormann and Strauss 2014), although it does not fully 
safeguard against sampling eff ects. 

 We followed Bl ü thgen et   al. (2006) and estimated both 
consumer abundances and resource availability from mar-
ginal totals (species interaction frequencies) when these were 
required for normalized metrics. Th is estimation may often 
be the best available option, but it shifts the focus to mea-
suring how a species diff ers from other species. Increasing 
the number of consumer species may increase accuracy in 
these cases. Similarly, with more consumers, more resource 
species are observed in interactions. Th e number of species 
is commonly used for defi ning potential interactions and 
standardizing connectance and other metrics. We did not 
regard unobserved species as part of the network, as this is 
usually not possible in empirical studies and many metrics 
are not defi ned for species without interactions. Th e exclu-
sion of non-interacting species may limit sampling bias in 
empirical evaluations (Nielsen and Bascompte 2007). In this 
case, opposing patterns of sampling eff ects may be found 
depending on whether increased sampling detects many new 
species or whether sampling only increases the number of 
interactions among existing species. Connectance may even 
decrease with higher sampling eff ort when it means includ-
ing more species (Martinez et   al. 1999), but once most spe-
cies are detected, connectance will increase with sampling 
as new interactions among detected species are observed. In 
some applications the inclusion of non-interacting species is 
useful (if metrics are defi ned for this case). For example, it 
has been advised to include unparasitized hosts when calcu-
lating metrics for host – parasitoid webs (Morris et   al. 2014), 
which may change the interpretation and potentially the 
sensitivity to sampling eff ects. 

 Although our analysis focused on the overall magnitude 
of specialization, we also evaluated other aspects of network 
structure that may be more closely related to the distribution 
of specialization. Metrics focusing on other network proper-
ties varied enormously in how they respond to the number 
of observations. Some metrics are closely correlated to the 
degree of specialization (modularity, interaction diversity, 
robustness) and showed similar bias as specilization metrics. 
Metrics were accurately estimated with very few observa-
tions either barely varied among our simulated networks (for 
example, node specialization index) or almost completely 
refl ect properties of the participating communities irrespec-
tive of interactions (for example, interaction strength asym-
metry: Bl ü thgen 2010). 

 Some network metrics performed poorly and had very 
low similarity between values of small and large samples. 
Th ese were mostly not developed for species interaction 
networks specifi cally, but derived from graph theory, such 
as betweenness (Mart í n Gonz á lez et   al. 2010), or com-
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niches (Pearse and Altermatt 2013). However, in addition 
to potentially changing the biological interpretation, all 
complementary information will likely only improve data 
quality, but not completely avoid sampling eff ects. Special-
ization bias and artefacts can arise from incomplete sam-
pling for all methods. 

 Full consideration of sampling artefacts may alter current 
beliefs about the structure of real networks. It will be impor-
tant for developing ecological network science towards being 
more predictive and meaningful and for advancing new 
frontiers such as spatiotemporal dynamics and the impact 
of global change.               
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